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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

How to track issues from design to closeout.
How to create a laser scan program centered around high-value assets.
How to use metrics and dashboards to track progress and tell a story that is
worth telling.
How to use gamification in the process to help drive adoption and involvement
while increasing accountability.

Description
Execution determines outcome. Team size, levels of experience, access to tools, and motivation
are largely comparable from one mega-project to the next. Mega-projects are typically wellstaffed and well-funded with client’s who are recognized, household names. And yet the quality
of outcome from one mega-project to another can vary greatly. Having enough people, with the
right backgrounds, the right resources, and the desire to succeed is not always enough. The
means and methods for completing tasks separate high-performing mega-project teams from
the sub-par ones. Part innovation, part implementation, and part lessons-learned, this
presentation will outline ways to leverage technology to the fullest. You will gain a high-level
view of the integration of AutoCAD, REVIT, Navisworks, BIMTrack, Skycatch, and Leica
systems that DPR utilizes daily to push work, track progress, and validate installations. This
presentation is less about innovative technologies, but more about using it in efficient ways with
the best interest of the project at mind.
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Speaker

Piyush Pandey is a VDC Project Manager at DPR Construction. With almost a decade of
construction industry experience, Piyush has brought his passionate approach to applied
construction technologies to over 30 projects. His core market expertise includes mission critical
data centers, hospitals, and commercial office space. Piyush’s skillset includes VDC process
integration, AR/VR implementation, reality capture and drone technologies, visual planning (4D/5D
visualization), site logistics, and model-based production tracking and cost estimating. Additionally,
Piyush enjoys giving back to the industry and has mentored hundreds of professionals in VDC
processes for efficient construction methods.
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Virtual Design and Construction Lifecycle
We will keep our focus to integrate all the resources available to us on a construction job in form
of people, processes, technology, and matrices (use of raw data).

How to track issues from design to closeout

VDC involvement from Design Phase to Turnover Phase

After receiving the design package through the start of construction, there is an opportunity to
build a project virtually in order to optimize processes and minimize waste. It is important for a
VDC manager to have an Execution Plan in place which involves all stakeholders in the project
to provide their input in the coordination process from day one.
Managing issues effectively is the key to successful coordination and to influence efficiency of a
construction project. DPR has developed a tiered system priority matrix that is intended to help
filter and prioritize the volume of issues identified through the automated clash detection
process. The purpose of this effort is to help the coordination team focus on design issues vs.
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irrelevant clashes. In order to keep delineate between issues and clashes we are using an
issues management platform which provides custom fields to manage and prioritize issues.
Using issue management platform helps in many ways – Transparency (open communication),
multi-disciplinary collaboration, issue prioritization, and commitments are critical to maintaining
high levels of efficiency, reliability, and productivity during the coordination process. Better
design issue prioritization leads to enhanced communication; better communication leads to
reliable commitments; meeting those commitments leads to successful design delivery. Also,
issues management platform is great for managing issues from various sources into one and
helps manage the entire process smoothly and provide tons of data which can be use to reflect
and improve the overall process.

How to create a laser scan program centered around high-value assets
Laser scanning, or Reality Capture, has become one of the most powerful tools for documenting
as-built field conditions in construction industry. It provides an accurate as-builts in spaces
which are difficult to access after completion of the job. It also provides great value in the
QA/QC process to compare the as-built condition with signed-off BIM models. Laser scanning
guides and workflows created at the beginning of a project can help the entire team during
construction and provide the owner with a quality building and high-value turnover documents.
Predefining the areas which are critical from Owner’s perspective and are important from
QA/QC perspective help optimizing use of Laser scanning.

Map shows all the crossings of the underground utilities which we will be scanning during the construction
phase. This plan has communicated to all the involved trades and they are responsible to request
scanning of intersections during the construction process. This approach has provided clear expectations
and transparent communication among stakeholders.
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Overlay of drone data and utilities crossing map. Very useful to provide value from site specific planning
to Owner specific executive summary of project progress.

How to use metrics and dashboards to track progress and tell a story that
is worth telling
The saying goes “If You're Not Keeping Score, It's Just Practice”. Data from the coordination
process and laser scanning can paint a picture which can predict the successes or failures of a
project. Dashboards are a powerful tool to increase accountability, transparency, and avoid
project unknowns. Also, dashboards can be used to share the executive summary of project’s
progress with key stakeholders.

Executive weekly summary of VDC impacts
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Project issues dashboard – Transparent communication medium
(Where the Red line (# open issues) crosses the Green line (# Closed issues) shows the post and pre
dashboard trend of issues resolution timeline. Broadcasting the trend to all the stakeholders changed the
entire process.)

How to use gamification in the process to help drive adoption and
involvement while increasing accountability
Use the data to show trend and performances. Data can help improve team performance and
can promote clear communication. Using data within team can help them to visualize the value
of their work, the overall success of the project, and appreciate the shared recognition of a job
well done. It also helps by showing the trend of who is lacking and who is leading to provide an
environment where people know that their good work will be recognized.

Graph shows the # open issues and # past due issues by person. Initially seeing your name may worry
you a little but once the entire team adopts the process it helps overall.
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